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Abstract
This survey paper introduces engineering educators to a subfield of computer graphics called
physically-based animation (PBA) to advocate for collaboration in creating courses to improve
student learning in STEM fields, especially in engineering. Engineering students may not realize
the degree to which they can leverage their education to enter the entertainment and simulation
industries. The central hypothesis of the paper is that introductory physics can be taught via
PBA. The paper provides case studies that demonstrate early promise. The paper gives an
overview of how “game engineers” leverage theoretical physics and mathematical concepts
merged with design aesthetics to portray realistic and fun experiences, manifesting as game
physics. As computing power has increased, the convergence of real and fake physics presents
an opportunity to teach physics to non-game students. The field of PBA shows promise for
enhancing physics education, but much work remains to determine how it may happen and the
place in a college curriculum.
1

Call to action

This paper initiates a call-to-action for STEM educators who may be unaware of a kind of
entertainment computing—game physics and the broader field of physically-based animation,
which are defined below. Games are very appealing, and there are entire colleges producing
graduates in the entertainment arts and technology. There is an opportunity to “join forces,” so to
speak (and forgive the pun), to collaborate to improve learning and retention for all:
Can students learn physics by making games?
The paper summarizes current research and findings in physics/game physics education that
show the potential of teaching the real with the fake. Starting with basics of animation, the paper
steps the reader through the various fields and references that introduce concepts from outside of
typical STEM. Case studies provide animations and interactive examples not easily shown in a
paper. To clarify the hypothesis, a brief summary of the author’s game physics course on
teaching “fake physics” is presented to help demonstrate the striking connections with “real
physics.” The paper concludes with a summary and a roadmap to implement this call-to-action to
explore the exciting potential of games physics to teaching physics outside games.

2

Introduction

2.1

Animation

Even if someone has never played a digital game or seen a movie, used a smart phone or
computer, they have experienced game physics or the broader field of physically-based
animation (PBA). Before formally defining these terms, consider the following:
•
•
•
•

Clicking-and-dragging a window.
Watching a loading spinner/animation [1].
Meditating with an animated screen saver.
Digital accessibility with audio, video, and/or haptic (e.g., vibration) cues.

Each of the above actions or interactions all involve a real, physical aspect of motion. Consider
the representation of a virtual object “moving” in which there is a change of pixels lighting up
over time. Any motion on a screen (movie or otherwise) is essentially animation, which for the
purpose of this paper mean representing the visual motion of an object through space over a
period of time.
2.2

Physically-based animation

There are a multitude of books that discuss animation, artistry, people and creatures, lighting,
and so forth. This paper is looking at a “slice” that applies to physically-based animation (PBA).
The state of an object/system changes over time [2], and thus, PBA is animation created with
physics in mind, as in providing a physical “feel.” In a way, one could make the case that PBA is
really just representing kinematics in which pixels activate over time to simulate motion. For
more about the field of computer graphics and the graphics pipeline, the GPU, graphics APIs
(e.g., Vulkan, DirectX, WebGL), and much more, see [3].
In PBA, the algorithms derive from actual physics (often engineering mechanics) using physics
to represent physics. If that statement seems redundant, think about a loading spinner from [1].
The programming behind something like [4] may seem complicated to someone unfamiliar with
JavaScript, but at the core, the code uses parametric equations of circular motion with constant
angular velocity with algorithm such as follows:
Choose radius(r)
For t  0 : 2*PI
Draw
x  r*cos(t)
y  r*sin(t)

One could theoretically make a spinner more “exciting” by adding angular acceleration,
bouncing the spinner around, and much more. Introductory physics classes may even find
student engagement by prototyping physical mock-ups of custom spinners adapted from [5].
PBA can be realistic, real, or utterly fake, but the goal is indeed realism in the service of
entertainment. Consider another example of a game character about to jump off platform.

Depending on the experience required for a game, the character might follow an arc via the range
equation, perform some sort of superpower move (e.g., double jump), or simply float in space.
Maybe even the platform has an invisible hole to surprise the player.
To understand games/PBA, consider the notion of media, e.g., media film, TV, games, radio, etc.
The field of media studies investigates the experiences provided to people by/on a variety of
platforms upon which we see and engage with media. This paper tends to focus on games,
especially because of the real-time demands for interaction, computation, and physical feel for
the user/player. However, these concepts extend into media delivery, especially with films,
special effects, and animation.
2.3

Simulations

F=ma may be accurate and incredibly useful, but it is not complete. Dropping an object in real
life may dent the object, lose some substance, have heat transfer, and so forth, especially without
delving into atomic or even subatomic considerations. Game physics and real physics (e.g., the
introductory physics education) simplify or change reality to varying degrees.
Game physics typically has a reputation of falsehood in which fun sacrifices reality—sometimes
drastically. Consider the example of a character jumping from a platform. Without giving the
specifications, one can’t really provide an exact answer, given a whirlwind of parameters:
biomechanics, resistance, flexibility of the surfaces, clothing mechanics, and much more, all
making the equations rather complex and “murky.” Even real-life experiments would yield
different results. Section 2.6 explores these concepts in more detail.
Note the repeated use of the term real. Throughout this paper, the term is problematic, as the
equations and formulas taught to students depart simplify reality. Everything taught in physics
simplifies reality as a simulation. More formally, a simulation approximates and abstracts a real
situation to pose, solve, predict, estimate, analyze, and often, visualize—all to bring greater
understanding to a complex object or process. In that lens, much of engineering education is
about simulation and (video)game-like aspects. There is even a connection between games and
simulations: the quest for accurate representation in a simulation, especially based off of research
“wins” by representing reality when the simulation (closely) matches experimental results.
2.4

Games

Game researchers have spent years debating an exact definition of game despite the seeming
simplicity. Using “fun” and “experience” can describe a multitude of things. Is a toy also a
game? Trading stocks? The list goes on. For the purposes of this paper, [6] has an excellent
summary, which I simplify into as: a game is an experience in overcoming goals for seeking
entertainment. Relating to PBA also means considering a class of digital experiences and not
“table games” (e.g., board games, card games).
In the context of animation, games are real-time, interactive visualizations in which a player does
something to cause realistic reactions perceived by the player. However, despite the complexity
of algorithms, code, and implementation, the entertainment value must prevail due to the media

experience based on the “feel” for the player/viewer given the nature of the product. As such,
PBA must often fake reality for the sake of experience, which is set by game design.
2.5

Game Design

Engineering design resembles other kinds of design—creating an “experience.” Not everything is
a physical object, e.g., software engineering. Although we do not have “film designers” (see any
long list of credits after a big-budget movie), the game industry has game designers. In either
case, someone ultimately decides on the experience provided to a player.
The game designer is something akin to a cross between a movie’s director and writing staff.
Game design is the process of determining the rules and experiences for the game. A rule might
allow a character being able to do a wall-jump: jump onto a vertical wall, pause, and then jump
higher–akin to an insect that can stick momentarily to a wall—a classic example of faking
physics for fun. Some games have simple mechanics (actions that the player may do) while
others are deeply complex (and note the connection to engineering mechanics). Making a game
means making a world with its own laws, and interestingly, many game programmers are often
called engineers and developers (as in software engineering/development), though not all
implement the physics set by the game designers.
2.6

Game Physics

The academic and industrial worlds of PBA and game physics generally split into two realms:
special effects (movies, tv, …) and games, respectively. Game physics [7] thus implies the
implementation of physics concepts to provide the game experience intended by game design.
Ideally, the reader would see and interact with all kinds of amazing pictures, except that
intellectual property constraints of the entertainment industry potentially collides with Fair Use.
Instead, the reader should search on YouTube for terms (quotation marks optional), like
“SIGGRAPH game physics,” “SIGGRAPH fluid simulation,” and “SIGGRAPH FEM.” In fact,
putting “SIGGRAPH” in front of anything on YouTube (clothing, robots, baking, …) will
demonstrate rather remarkable videos.
Fake physics is introduced in Section 2.3, but how fake is fake? Imagine grading a homework
assignment from an engineering class: a particular problem may have a solution, or if it’s a
design problem, a range of solutions. When it comes to computer graphics and especially
entertainment, no one is really calculating something that needs an exact answer from the
perspective of engineering design (e.g., maximum material strength to handle a load).
For game physics, when creating an experience, designers and developers follow a kind of firstlaw/principle for entertainment computing:
If it looks and/or feels right, it is right—regardless if it is theoretically right.
That principle has some fascinating aesthetic, computational, and mathematical consequences:
• Some animations and interactions happen so quickly a person cannot spot the inaccuracies.

• Limited hardware platforms (e.g., mobile, game consoles) can only process so much.
• Drama/fun is more important than accuracy. Even in movies, there is no soundtrack in
space, punches don’t really sound “that way,” and so forth.
Refer again to the suggested Internet searches at the top of this section. Some of the research has
been so accurate that the difference between what one experiences and the underlying math and
code is getting blurred. And in some cases, the fake thing is the real thing, at least in an ideal
sense akin to the formulas used in introductory and advanced physics/engineering education.
2.7

Real physics inside fake physics

One may ask why game physics may be interesting from a teaching perspective if, at its core, fun
overrides reality. But do another YouTube search and note how strikingly realistic modern
animations seem. A quick search of “game physics” and looking at the various tutorials in
References will also demonstrate the overlap of game physics and typical physics formulas.
I’m even still using engineering paper and leveraging my old engineering mechanics textbook, as
shown below with scanned notes in Figure 1 [8].

Figure 1. Sample game physics course notes on angular momentum

Games physics and PBA references, e.g. [2, 9, 10], will show how critical angular momentum is
when considering objects spinning around. It may seem odd, but students in computing majors
are learning and applying rigid body motion along with many other topics typically seen in a
sophomore engineering mechanics course. Interestingly, game “engineers” need to extend
momentum with collision detection and response [11-13]. Introductory physics students might be

surprised that after learning about linear momentum, using vectors and geometry adds a fun
aspect of collision detection and response through “Pool Hall Lessons” [14].
3

Case studies in game physics and PBA

There are a multitude of examples of special effects in films and interactive game physics that
help to answer the question posed in Section 1. Two examples provide brevity and connections
to engineering, though there are many fantastic examples of past, present, and upcoming games
that promote their use of game physics (e.g., recent reviews in [15]) as well as several modern
films using cutting-edge PBA research.
3.1

Entertainment

Again, we have a collision of sorts when it comes to Fair Use and company IP, e.g., [16].
Moreover, “classic” academic papers do not lend themselves to demonstrating real-time
interaction in games. Instead, the paper explains how the reader can find this work to experience
animations and review some lectures.
I found myself very inspired to explore PBA and game physics by an early implementation of
real-time finite element analysis (FEA) in Star Wars: The Force Unleashed ™. After waiting for
the ads, look for the fractures and explosions in [17]. The material found in these references
adapts real-time FEA for the purpose of entertainment.
One of the researchers [18] provides an overview, spending time teaching an audience of game
developers about FEA (and I think I see the back of my own head off to the right of the screen)
[19]. From [20]:
“Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is not new. In fact, it is a main stay of serious
engineering, but until Pixelux the idea of it running in anything like the speeds
required for gaming was just unheard of – the technique is literally used to
model the stresses on nuclear power plants and these guys wanted to use it to
bounce Imperial Stormtroopers off the digital walls of the LucasArts
cafeteria.”
The continuing development on this particular physics engine essentially stopped a few years
ago, but it has left something of a legacy in PBA and game physics [21].
Just as FEA helps with fracture mechanics, classic engineering mechanics has helped animators
with Hank, the octopus in Finding Dory™ [22]. Interview very briefly mentioned the research
into Hank that involved thinking an animator’s mouse/pen as a static/constant force on an elastic
surface [23]:
“…Our formulation is based on the elastic response to localized force
distributions associated with common modeling primitives such as grab, scale,
twist, and pinch. The resulting brush-like displacements correspond to the
regularization of fundamental solutions of linear elasticity in infinite 2D and
3D media. These deformations thus provide the realism and plausibility of

volumetric elasticity, and the interactivity of closed-form analytical
solutions….”
Essentially, Pixar engineers took classical elasticity, something already taught in engineering
mechanics, and adapted the formulas into closed-form solutions with animators acting as the
“forces.”
3.2

Physics education

When teaching introductory physics and engineering mechanics, there are many approaches and
hybrid approaches using the following:
• real-life examples
• digital games [24]
• game physics
As with all educational methods, if we knew the perfect approach, we wouldn’t still be studying
the matter. When it comes to physics education, it doesn’t appear that the literature reached a
resolution. In fact, the introduction of game physics is completely unresolved.
Before the rise of game design and development education in the past two decades, prior
academics pondered how videogames could influence physics education. For example, in a 1982
letter in Physics Today, researchers debated the effectiveness of games over “real life”/tangible
experiments [25]. Studies such as [26] explore how virtual manipulation (e.g., games) engage
physics students. [27] finds that a combination of virtual and physical experiments in different
situations reinforce each other and suggests ongoing study.
There have been disconnected attempts at the pedagogy of games and physics/engineering, as in
the study of design and players/students [28-30] and the exploration and study of games for
physics education [31-37].
When it comes to making games, an early exploration had mixed results [38], but given the rapid
improvement of game engines, easier/more adaptable engines have appeared [39]. The results
indicated a mix of reactions from students from playing the games. However, a recent study
involved educators building simulations via the Box2D game engine (if you’ve played/seen
Angry Birds™, you’ve witnessed Box2D [39]) to provide interactive simulations for students.
Although the students did not directly program the simulations, the study showed success. [40]
shows similar results, and interestingly, they’re still using Flash, which demonstrates one
problem with relying on APIs for developing software—the need for continual development.
4

Does game physics teach physics?

The above case studies demonstrate a multitude of examples of game physics, PBA, games for
teaching physics, and even preliminary research in the effectiveness of leveraging game physics
for teaching physics. There are a few more factors and questions to consider before addressing
the central hypothesis of Section 1:

• Physics is often required in game programming jobs [41].
• The math required is non-trivial, and cursory coverage in other courses will not suffice if
someone wants to pursue this career path.
• Mathematics helps to reinforce problem-solving skills.
• Games tend to be extremely good for physical actions, e.g., moving through 3-D space and
object manipulation. A variety of physics applications can expand a game designer’s
vocabulary of game mechanics.
• Game physics creates a pathway to more traditional computer science courses and career
paths, e.g., physically-based rendering, scientific visualization, animation.
As such, game programmers (and those associated with PBA for special effects) already use
and/or learn game physics at least to some degree. These books, techniques, and media
experiences are already used regardless of the input and reaction from the physics and
engineering fields.
Can someone learn physics from game physics? The evidence presented thus far implies an
answer of yes. However, there are several subsequent questions to address if game physics were
the only way one learns physics:
• Handling a lack of incoming programming skills. Will all introductory students for physics
have enough programming to warrant a physics-and-calculus-based physics class?
• Choosing a programming language and/or environments. Do a quick search for create a
window in Vulkan and see the incredible complexity. Students would need a free visual,
highly abstracted programming environment exist that can also run everywhere. And
someone would need to keep the environment updated, building in everlasting sustainable
software and support. Someone also needs to pay for all the licensing, and/or educators need
to rely on constant upkeep through open source.
• Using a physics engine (e.g., Box2d) or build something custom. Should educators “recreate
the wheel” instead of leveraging existing technology?
• Drawing the line (so to speak) on when to distinguish real from fake. It’s possible
engineering and game physics may need to keep separated due to the need for accuracy over
fun.
Refer back to Section 3.1. Pixelux and the FEA physics engine that showed incredible
promise…and then died. The issue of an evergreen, cheap/free, and little-overhead environment
is non-trivial and itself a subject worthy of study.
The remainder of this paper explores some current work and develops a roadmap for future
exploration if game physics were to become one of the modalities of teaching physics.
5

Physics to teach game physics

The following section summarizes the author’s current work aimed to teach game physics to
game programmers. The material is included to demonstrated that the flow of a game physics
course is rather similar to a “real” physics course and provide further evidence that physics
education may benefit from a game physics curriculum. Thus, a game physics course topic flow

provides an early roadmap in addressing how to construct a game physics course to teach
physics. Nevertheless, the material in this course relied on students to do their own programming
at a senior or graduate level.
5.1

Source Material

Game physics books (e.g. [2, 7]) and tutorials (e.g. [42-47]) demonstrate that PBA and game
physics are fields still in development. See also [42], which maintains an extremely helpful
collection of research in PBA and other resources. An introductory book on engineering
mechanics will actually present a rather comprehensive coverage for mathematical and physics
theory. Other faculty have published their game physics courses, which should help the reader to
see how the material is taught to game students [47, 48].
Standard game physics references use calculus, linear algebra, and other fundamental theory.
Properly tacking fluids and soft-bodies (as PBA calls deformable bodies [2]) then involves
continuum mechanics, which in turn uses partial differential equations, tensors, and “3-D math,”
which is what the game development community tends to call their version of vectors and linear
algebra. The math expectations usually exceed typical computer science requirements, which
leaves instructors of game physics limited choices: showing formulas without derivation (a kind
of “hand-waving”) teaching abstract concepts using physics APIs, e.g., [40, 50-53], reducing
mathematical complexity, or perhaps raising the expectations to graduate level or beyond.
Given that my students already tend to use physics APIs in group projects in other courses, I
have concentrated on using smaller examples to develop mastery of the concepts. With regard to
physics APIs, I have a section of the course where students use an API, but I also warn the
students—why use a sledgehammer when a ballpeen hammer will suffice?
5.2

Suggested Flow of Topics

Table 1 has a suggested flow of game physics topics. One course cannot suffice to cover the
entirety—and enormity—of game physics/PBA. Even if students have had extensive math, they
often need reminders for calculus and linear algebra, likely extending into explanations for
differential equations and vector calculus. Part of the inspiration for connecting with engineering
educators is that an engineering student will often have more math, physics, and engineering
background than the typical computing student. A co-listed course might be worth considering
for the future.
Some of these topics seem worthy of entire courses. For example, the author’s current course
covers collision detection (and simple collision resolution) in other courses, and so, the course
relies on that prior background. But, based on student reactions, they tend to ask for refreshers.
The material on soft-body physics and fluid simulation is deeply mathematical. In the current
course, fluids are required for a few graduate students who have co-registered.
RIT students and I have been working on an open-source library of examples [55].

6

Summary, conclusions, and future work

If the physics taught to students in STEM ultimately simplifies reality, and if the physics taught
in entertainment computing uses the same equations/methods, then … have they converged? In a
philosophical sense, the real has always been simplified (is fake appropriate?), and the fake
has gotten more real. Thus, the researchers and educators would greatly benefit from more
communication and collaboration.
Table 1. Suggested Flow of topics
Overview
Kinematics
Mass
Forces
Linear Momentum
Angular Momentum
Collision Detection Revisited
Integration Revisited
Soft Bodies
Fluids

Explain the “entirety” of Game Physics (Table 2, below).
Calculate motion in the absence of forces (acceleration, velocity, and
displacement); use Euler Integration.
Particles, points, and aggregates; center of mass to simplify aggregates;
inverse mass for “infinite” objects; gravity, weight; buoyancy.
Vectorized form of F=ma; D’alembert’s Principle; control volumes and
free-body diagrams; statics; dynamics.
Conservation of linear momentum, impulse and momentum, coefficient
of restitution; formulas for collisions between two objects.
Curvilinear motion; rotating reference frames; angular kinematics;
conservation of angular momentum, torque; moment of inertia tensors.
AABB, spheres, separating axis theorem; tunneling and penetration.
Taylor series expansions; velocity verlet, RK4.
Multivariable calculus and vector calculus review; energy methods; massspring systems; finite differences; finite element method.
Navier-Stokes; Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics.

Imagine if typical introductory physics courses across schools were completely inconsistent from
an ABET standpoint. The course presented in Section 5 isn’t a real physics course, but it could
be with additional work. Game physics provides an in-depth experience for students to reinforce
their math, physics, and graphics programming skills. This paper is ultimately a call to action to
inspire other educators curious about leveraging the appeal of game physics and PBA.
Preliminary evidence presented in the paper suggests that physics can be taught with game
physics, but with two different groups of researchers (physics/engineering and
games/computing) tackling the approaches for different goals, much remains to be studied:
• Assessment of game physics in teaching physics to game programmers. The author’s current
course and related work are part of games and graphics curricula that lack the formal
assessment seen in ABET and educational research studies.
• Investigation of programming environments for non-programmers. By requiring
programming, a physics course would further restrict a population taking a course and
possibly create cognitive overload.
• Developing a coalition for collaboration across STEM domains, including entertainment
technology. Part of this paper’s goal is drawing awareness to game physics and PBA, as
they appear to be relatively unknown.

It is possible that teaching physics from a game physics perspective to “everyone” may involve
too many computational, funding, and cognitive hurdles. However, the work may still yield new
software and approaches for the traditional physics community, and likewise, the game
physics/PBA instructors may greatly benefit from input of that community.
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